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Abstract. A recent study has hypothesized that polar mesospheric summer echoes (PMSEs) might consist mainly of localized isotropic scattering. These results have been inferred
from indirect measurements. Using radar imaging with the
Middle Atmosphere Alomar Radar System (MAARSY),
we observed horizontal structures that support our previous
findings. We observe that small-scale irregularities, causing
isotropic scattering, are organized in patches. We find that
patches of PMSEs, as observed by the radar, are usually
smaller than 1 km. These patches occur throughout the illuminated volume, supporting that PMSEs are caused by localized isotropic or inhomogeneous scattering. Furthermore,
we show that imaging can be used to identify side lobe detections, which have a significant influence even for narrow beam observations. Improved spectra estimations are obtained by selecting the desired volume to study parameters
such as spectral width and to estimate the derived energy
dissipation rates. In addition, a combined wide beam experiment and radar imaging is used to resolve the radial velocity and spectral width at different volumes within the illuminated volume.
Keywords. Meteorology and atmospheric dynamics (turbulence; instruments and techniques) – radio science (remote
sensing)
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Introduction

Polar mesospheric summer echoes (PMSEs) are nowadays
a well-understood phenomenon in the mesopause region,
where turbulence plays a major role in the existence of these
echoes in conjunction with charged ice particles and free
electrons (Rapp and Lübken, 2004). These echoes are commonly used as tracers for wind in polar regions in the mid-

dle atmosphere (e.g. Czechowsky et al., 1989; Stober et al.,
2013) and are used to estimate the energy dissipation rate at
mesospheric heights (Kelley et al., 1990).
Although these echoes are known since the late 1970s,
some aspects of their existence, such as their aspect sensitivity (Hocking et al., 1986; Zecha et al., 2001; Chilson
et al., 2002), have been explained only recently with modern, flexible radar systems. As the contradicting preceding
studies regarding aspect sensitivity came to different conclusions, Sommer et al. (2016b) hypothesized that instrumental effects have to be considered together with a localized
isotropic scattering mechanism. The existence of small-scale
waves in the polar mesosphere is well known in noctilucent
clouds (NLCs) (Baumgarten and Fritts, 2014). As NLCs and
PMSEs are closely related, small-scale structures might also
exist in PMSEs, which might be resolved using radar imaging. Röttger et al. (1990) concluded that PMSEs are unlikely
to fill the observed volume homogeneously at 224 MHz. If
these small-scale structures existed, this finding might also
have impact on wind measurement techniques such as the full
correlation analysis (FCA). This technique assumes a statistically homogeneous scatter (Briggs, 1968; Doviak et al.,
1996; Holloway et al., 1997). Holdsworth (1995) showed that
localized scattering with fewer than four scatters leads to an
underestimation of the horizontal wind velocity. Here, we
show that the horizontal homogeneity is not always satisfied
since PMSEs are either localized or not homogeneously powered in the beam volume, similar to NLC observations. On
the other hand, the observation of PMSEs on short timescales
is limited by statistical effects of the scattering process. The
statistical scattering properties of PMSEs on short timescales
were investigated by Sommer et al. (2016a), also showing the
instrumental influences on PMSE measurements. In this paper, we resolve the horizontal structure of PMSEs directly
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and discuss the observations in relation to the Sommer et al.
(2016a) findings.
The observation of PMSEs depends on the antenna beam
pattern and, hence, the transmitting and receiving antenna.
Large aperture radars such as Middle Atmosphere Alomar
Radar System (MAARSY) have a strong side lobe suppression of −17 dB (Latteck et al., 2012), but PMSEs can be
stronger than that, and hence they can also be detected by
side lobes (Chen et al., 2008). On the other hand, wind and
turbulence estimation algorithms usually assume that the received signals come from the main beam (Hocking et al.,
1986), which is not necessarily the case, especially if PMSEs
are not equally distributed in the observation volume and/or
they are stronger than the peak-to-side lobe level. Imaging
techniques such as Capon (Palmer et al., 1998; Yu et al.,
2001) or maximum entropy (Hysell and Chau, 2006) are capable of resolving the scatter location within the beam volume and are able to determine spectral parameters with their
dependence on incident angle (Kudeki and Sürücü, 1991).
This allows us to use the information either to identify what
is really coming from the main beam or to lose the side lobe
information to determine neutral dynamics.
In this paper, we present studies of PMSEs with coherent radar imaging (CRI) using Capon’s method. First, we
show that PMSEs are composed of isotropic scattering that
is horizontally inhomogeneously organized. Connected areas
of isotropic scattering are here called patches. Theses patches
are usually smaller than the beam volume. In the second part,
we show how imaging can be used to identify side lobe detections and apply a synthetic narrow beam for spectral analysis
and energy dissipation rate determination.
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rays used for reception, i.e. the instrument function. For further MAARSY description, see Latteck et al. (2012).
Our radar imaging experiment was complemented with a
narrow–wide beam configuration, meaning that two beam
sizes of 3.6 and 12.6◦ (half power full width (HPFW)) were
transmitted almost simultaneously. The interpulse period of
the experiment was 4 µs, and we expect that PMSEs change
more slowly than that; hence we expect to observe the same
PMSE with two different beam sizes. The beam direction
was vertical with a range resolution of 150 m. The experiment had an interpulse period of 2 ms for each beam. Data
were recorded after four coherent integrations, resulting in an
effective time resolution of 8 ms. Continuous 32 s data blocks
were recorded. Spectra estimation was done with two additional coherent and four additional incoherent integrations.
For further experiment details and parameters of the narrow–
wide beam experiment, see Sommer et al. (2016a).
For this study, the data were analysed using Capon’s
method (Capon, 1969; Palmer et al., 1998), as Capon’s
method allows the direct access to the angular resolved
spectral information and is adaptive to the data, unlike the
Fourier method, and is able to suppress side-lobe contribution. Capon’s method is fast and simple to implement compared to other methods such as maximum entropy and yields
similar results in high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) cases (Yu
et al., 2000), which usually applies for PMSEs. The angular
power distribution, called brightness B, can be achieved by
weighting each receiver signal with a linear filter to minimize
side lobes adaptively and therefore possible interference. The
resulting weighting
vector
w(k) for a certain wavenumber


vector k = θx θy θz , where θi is the direction cosine in
x, y, and z direction, respectively, can calculated as follows
(Palmer et al., 1998):

Experimental setup and methods

The Middle Atmosphere Alomar Radar System (MAARSY)
is the only VHF (53.5 MHz) high-power large-aperture
(866 kW) radar in northern polar regions capable of radar
imaging. Its 433 Yagi antennas, each with its own transceiver
module, are combined in groups of seven in a hexagonal
structure. The whole array and 15 subarrays (or 16 subarrays) can be sampled at once. To optimize the receiver configuration for radar imaging, a maximum of non-redundant
baselines between all receivers is desirable. On 9 June 2015,
MAARSY ran in the receiver configuration shown in Fig. 1,
left side, with 145 unique baselines. The black crosses indicate possible receiver locations. However, MAARSY has
a limited amount of 16 receiving channels. We chose 15
receiver locations, indicated by green circles, which are
favourable for imaging, and one channel for the whole array. The visibility of the configuration is shown on the middle panel of Fig. 1 to indicate the different baseline lengths
and redundant baselines. The shortest baseline in this experiment was 10.6 m, the longest 73.3 m. The right panel of Fig. 1
shows the antenna beam pattern of the combined 15 subarAnn. Geophys., 34, 1231–1241, 2016
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where Di represents the centre of receiving array i.
The resulting brightness distribution is
BC (k) =

1
.
e† V−1 e

(4)
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Figure 1. Left: the receiving configuration of the imaging configuration in June 2015 is indicated by green circles. All possible receiving
locations are indicated by black crosses. Middle: visibility function (as referred to by astrophysicists) for the imaging configuration. All
possible baselines are indicated by black dots, and the colour code is the number of redundant baselines of the configuration used for
imaging. Right: instrument function of the 15 hexagons indicated in the left panel. dcos is the direction cosine.

Capon’s method can be used not only for the angular power
distribution but also to obtain radial velocities and spectral
widths inside the beam volume, assuming quasi-stationarity
during the observation period. For PMSEs, we obtain the
spectrum for a certain k. Hence, we apply the weighting vector, obtained with the average of the time series, on the time
series signals s of the n receivers:
y(t) = w †C s(t).

(5)

The power spectral density for the parameter analysis is
calculated by Fourier transforming each weighted time series
for each pointing direction k and fitting a truncated Gaussian
function, yielding maps for the signal, Doppler velocity shift
and spectral width.
The resulting radial velocities can be used to map the wind
field. A simple approach such as a Doppler beam swinging
(DBS) analysis could be applied, as well as more sophisticated approaches such as volume velocity processing, allowing for inhomogeneities in the wind field (Waldteufel and
Corbin, 1979).
2.1

Results

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) obtained from the narrow–
wide beam experiment on 9 June 2015 is shown in Fig. 2.
The top panel of Fig. 2 shows the SNR of the narrow beam
with a beam width of 3.6◦ HPFW. The lower panel of the
same figure shows the SNR of the wide beam (12.6◦ HPFW)
experiment. The detection threshold for PMSEs was a SNR
of −10 dB. During the observation time, PMSE occurrence
was almost continuous at least in the narrow beam. Comparing the results from both beams, the main features of the
stronger PMSEs are observed in both beams, but the SNR of
the wide beam is weaker than the SNR of the narrow beam.
The most important reason is the geometry of the observations: in the wide beam experiment, the power is spread over
a larger solid angle, leading to less gain at zenith. If the beam
www.ann-geophys.net/34/1231/2016/

is wider, more energy will be transmitted to large off-zenith
angles and scattered by PMSEs, but PMSEs appear in larger
range gates at large off-zenith angles compared to a narrow
beam. Decreasing the gain at zenith decreases therefore the
SNR.
Due to the decreased SNR, some PMSEs cannot be detected (e.g. 07:30–08:30 UTC, 78–82 km) by the wide beam
but can be seen in the narrow beam. On the other hand, signal can be detected at larger ranges in the wide beam observations than in the narrow beam observations (e.g. 00:30–
01:00 UTC, 88–89.5 km).
The spectral parameters of the narrow beam experiment
are shown in Fig. 3: (a) SNR, (b) radial Doppler velocity,
(c) spectral width, (d) expected uncertainties for the Doppler
velocity and (e) uncertainties for the spectral width. All the
parameters are obtained from a truncated Gaussian fit like
that used by Sheth et al. (2006). The red lines indicate two
time intervals that are analysed later in detail with imaging.
The Doppler velocity of the narrow beam varies mainly between ±15 m s−1 and are quite large compared to the expected vertical wind component of only a few metres per
second (Hoppe and Fritts, 1995) and indicate a horizontal
wind contribution. Particularly large values (> 15 m s−1 ) can
be observed around 01:00 UTC above 88 km. The spectral
width is sometimes enhanced during certain periods of time,
e.g. 08:30–09:00 UTC, 83 to 85 km and 00:30–01:00 UTC,
85 km and above. The enhanced spectral width at the top
of PMSEs, together with the increased corresponding radial
velocity, is likely due to echoes coming from antenna side
lobes, as we show below.
2.2

PMSE patch sizes

Side lobe detection can influence the observations of PMSEs,
and the illuminated volume cannot be assumed to be the expected main beam (e.g. Hocking et al., 1986). Hence, side
lobe contributions have an influence on wind analysis methAnn. Geophys., 34, 1231–1241, 2016
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Figure 2. RTI of the SNR from (top) narrow (3.6◦ ) and (bottom) wide (12.6◦ ) beam of the nested beam experiment on 9 June 2015.

Figure 3. Analysed parameters of the narrow beam (3.6◦ ). (a) SNR:
the PMSE was strong during the observation time but got weaker
in the last 2 h. (b) Doppler velocity: the radial velocity varies between ±15 m s−1 . (c) The spectral width appears to be increased
sometimes at the top of PMSE (00:00–01:00 UTC) or in the whole
PMSE (08:00–09:00 UTC). (d) Doppler velocity error: error of the
radial velocity estimation from the Gaussian fit. (e) Spectral width
error: error of the width estimation from the Gaussian fit.

sizes of PMSE patches, i.e. areas with isotropic scattering,
for different beam sizes and integration times. Such patches
have been hypothesized by Sommer et al. (2016b).
Figure 4 shows the obtained brightness (first row), radial
velocity (second row) and spectral width (bottom row) for
three adjunct altitudes after converting the image from angular space and range into Cartesian coordinates and altitude
with MAARSY at (0,0,0) for a 32 s wide beam data set. The
limit for the maps was chosen to be a brightness of 25 dB to
avoid presenting velocity and spectral width data with larger
uncertainties. The white lines in the first row indicate fitted
2-D Gaussian ellipsoids. The point in time 00:33:58 UTC
is marked by the first vertical red line in Fig. 3. The PMSEs were strong at the time, and the observation volume was
filled with PMSEs, which can be seen in the brightness distribution. Although PMSEs occur in the whole beam volume,
the strength varies. If PMSEs homogeneously filled the beam
volume, the antenna beam pattern could be seen, which is not
the case. In the lowest altitude, PMSEs fill almost homogeneously the beam volume while at the highest altitude displayed here, PMSEs are strongest in the upper left quadrant.
In order to quantify the inhomogeneity, we fitted the peaks
with N 2-D Gaussian ellipsoids (following Chau and Woodman, 2001) of the form

>

!
N
X
x − x0i
x − x0i
> −1
f (x, y) =
Ai exp −
Ti 6i Ti
y − y0i
y − y0i
i=1

(6)

+ AN +1
ods, like DBS or FCA, but these side lobe contributions could
be estimated if the antenna beam pattern were known.
The remaining problem might be that the illuminated area
is large and changes in PMSEs within the observed volume
can occur. Therefore, using radar imaging, we analyse the
Ann. Geophys., 34, 1231–1241, 2016
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0
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(7)
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Figure 4. Spectral parameters of PMSE after converting the image
to Cartesian coordinates and altitude on 9 June 2015 00:33:58 UTC.
The columns show three adjunct altitudes around the strongest
PMSE altitude of 82.85 km. The brightness distributions are shown
in the top row and are colour coded. The white lines indicate the fitted Gaussian ellipsoids. The middle row shows the radial velocities,
indicating a horizontal wind, and the bottom row shows the imaged
spectral width.



cos θi
Ti =
− sin θi


sin θi
,
cos θi

(8)

where Ai is the amplitude, x0i and y0i are the centre coordinates, θi the anti-clockwise rotation angle, and σxi and σyi
the width along major and minor axis of the ith Gaussian ellipsoid. The fitted ellipses are summed up and indicated by
white lines. AN+1 is the background brightness. The number N is determined by the number of peaks above a certain
threshold.
The Doppler velocity is shown in the middle row of Fig. 4.
The radial velocity becomes larger with increasing distance
from the origin along the wind direction. This is reasonable
with a horizontal wind component, given that the projected
radial velocity depends on the off-zenith angle. The increase
in radial velocity is not steady, indicating wind variability
within the observed area. The belt of positive radial velocity
that can be seen in all three images might be caused by spikes
in the spectrum due to low SNR.
The spectral width is also not uniform (Fig. 4, bottom).
Areas with increased brightness show a small spectral width
while areas with increased spectral width occur mostly at
larger distances from zenith, leading to an apparent larger
spectral width.

www.ann-geophys.net/34/1231/2016/

Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for 04:29:55 UTC and around
83.45 km.

A second example of PMSE images is shown in Fig. 5. It
is similar to Fig. 4 but at 04:29:55 UTC. In contrast to Fig. 4,
PMSEs are weaker and the beam volume is not completely
filled. The radial velocities also indicate a horizontal wind
field but show fewer variations than the wind field shown
in Fig. 5. The spectral width maps do not show increased
spectral width.
Furthermore, as in Fig. 4, the brightness distribution in
Fig. 5 is neither homogeneous nor similar to the antenna
beam pattern. Again, the fitted brightness peaks are indicated
by white lines and several peaks can be identified at one altitude. Although the brightness distribution is influenced by
the antenna beam pattern, the patches of brightness allow
us to determine the observed patch size by radar. To compare the different observation volumes, the fitted widths σx ,
σy and centres x0 , y0 of all Gaussian ellipsoids fitted in the
time period shown in Fig. 3, and for all altitudes containing
PMSEs, are shown in Fig. 6. Although a similar approach
was shown by Chilson et al. (2002) and Chen et al. (2008),
our imaging configuration, i.e. longer and higher number of
unique baselines than previously used, allows the detection
of several patches and we interpret our results as patches and
not as aspect sensitivity as Chen et al. (2008) had done. Furthermore, we use different beam sizes and integration times
given that Sommer et al. (2016b) showed that longer integration times lead to a more homogeneously filled beam volume.
The width is shown in the first row for x (left) and y (right),
and the count number for each bin is normalized to the total count number. Colour coded are the different beam sizes
and integration times. Yellow indicates the 3.6◦ narrow beam
with 32 s integration time. The 12.6◦ wide beam is shown in
Ann. Geophys., 34, 1231–1241, 2016
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2.3

Figure 6. Histograms of the widths in x and y direction (top row)
and centre locations (bottom row). For each figure, three histograms
are shown. Yellow: 32 s narrow beam, blue: 32 s wide beam, red:
30 min wide beam

blue for 32 s integration period and in red for 30 min by averaging the spectra of the 32 s data set. The two black vertical
lines indicate the 3 dB beam sizes at 85 km for the narrow
(2.2 km) and wide beam (7.4 km), respectively. The bottom
row shows the centre locations in x and y direction.
The patch sizes of the 32 s narrow and wide beams are
rather similar with the peak of the size distribution under
2 km and therefore smaller than the narrow main beam in x
as well y direction. The wide beam patch distribution shows
a shift to slightly larger values than the narrow beam patch
distribution in both directions. This is probably due to the
antenna beam pattern influence. The 30 min wide beam distribution does not show a distinct peak but a rather wide distribution of patch sizes. This wider distribution might result
from a non-homogeneous antenna beam pattern and imaging
instrument function (see Fig. 2, right panel), as the Gaussian
ellipsoid detection algorithm might detect only several distinctive peaks. The second row shows the centre locations.
All distributions are almost centred around the zenith but
show different widths. The 32 s narrow beam centre distributions in x and y direction have the smallest width as the
centre location is limited by the antenna beam pattern. The
32 s wide beam centre distributions have the broadest width,
as patches of PMSEs can occur in a larger beam volume, and
hence the spread is larger than in the narrow beam centre
distribution. On the other hand, the 30 min wide beam centre distributions are narrower than the 32 s distribution. With
longer integration time, the antenna beam pattern should become more dominant and reduces the patchiness of PMSEs,
resulting in a more centred distribution for the narrow beam.

Ann. Geophys., 34, 1231–1241, 2016

Enhanced spectral width

The distinction between main beam and side lobe detection
is crucial. Even with a strong side lobe attenuation of −17 dB
of the first side lobe for its standard narrow beam, MAARSY
is able to receive significant contributions of signals from the
side lobes when strong PMSEs occur. Therefore, we show a
way to identify the side lobe signals and improve the estimates of radial velocity and spectral width.
To identify main beam and side lobe detections, we apply
radar imaging as described above, resulting in a spectrum for
each virtual beam pointing direction k. Each spectrum was
analysed regarding Doppler velocity and spectral width.
In order to avoid large angle contributions, we use imaging and compare the results to the standard narrow beam, for
which we assume that all echoes come from the main beam.
We averaged the spectra, obtained from imaging, only for a
certain area, namely between −1.8 and 1.8◦ , hereafter called
synthetic narrow beam, and determined the spectral width
from the average of the spectra. The area corresponds to the
HPFW main beam of MAARSY. Figure 7 shows range time
intensity plots (RTIs) of the SNR and spectral width for the
standard narrow beam (left column) and the synthetic narrow
beam (right column). It can be seen that the spectral width of
the standard narrow beam shows sometimes an increase at
the upper edge of PMSEs. These features vanishes when the
spectrum is only obtained from the synthesized narrow beam.
This can be clearly seen around 06:20 UTC around 85 km.
However, there are periods with increased spectral width in
the synthetic narrow beam, possibly related to increased turbulence, e.g. around 08:00 UTC.
We used the approach of Hocking (1985) to estimate the
turbulence strength in a simple approach by neglecting shear
and wave broadening (Murphy et al., 1994; Nastrom and
Eaton, 1997). We estimated the horizontal wind velocity using the derived radial velocity maps presented above using
a DBS approach. The resulting wind magnitude of the horizontal wind is presented in Fig. 8, top. Throughout the observation period, increased periods of wind can be detected,
leading to an increased spectral width due to beam broadening. Following Hocking (1985), the turbulence strength  can
be derived from the HPFW of the spectrum by
2
2
2
fturb
= fobs
− fbb
,

(9)

where fturb is the increase in spectral width due to turbulence, fobs is the measured HPFW of the spectrum and fbb =
2
λ f3 dB V the increase in spectral width due to a horizontal
wind V (i.e. so called beam broadening effect), calculated
by using the 3 dB half width beam size. The two-way beam
width for the narrow beam of MAARSY is f3 dB = 1.3◦ . Theoretically, the two-way beam width for the narrow beam,
and therefore the beam broadening effect, would increase if
the side lobe contributions were significant. We calculated
f3 dB = 0.95◦ for the synthetic narrow beam with the second moment and assuming the standard narrow beam shape,
www.ann-geophys.net/34/1231/2016/
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Figure 7. Comparison of spectral parameters obtained from the standard narrow beam, including side lobes (left column), and the synthetic
narrow beam (right column). The synthetic narrow beam was obtained by gaining spectra for each virtual beam pointing direction k and
average the resulting spectra only between −1.8 and 1.8◦ . Comparing the SNR (first row), the echoes from the upper edges of PMSEs are
removed in the main beam while the lower edges are in the same range. Signals with large spectral width (second row) due to side lobe
detections are removed from the beam and increased spectral width to turbulence remains.

Figure 8. Top: magnitude of the horizontal wind velocity derived by DBS from Doppler velocity maps. Middle: derived energy dissipation
rate for the standard narrow beam. Bottom: derived turbulent energy dissipation rate for a synthetic narrow beam.

which, however, is zero outside the MAARSY main beam
(i.e. > 1.8◦ ).
2 is given by
The mean square fluctuation velocity vrms
2
vrms
=

2
λ2 fturb
4 2 ln 2

(10)

yielding for :
2
 = CN vrms
,

(11)

where C is a numerical constant and N the Brunt–Väisälafrequency. Here, we use typical values for the polar mesosphere, i.e. C = 0.47 and N = 0.0134 rad s−1 (Gibson-Wilde
et al., 2000). The results for  are presented in Fig. 8, middle, for the standard narrow beam, including side lobe contributions, and in the bottom panel for the synthetic narrow
www.ann-geophys.net/34/1231/2016/

beam after removing the side lobe contributions. The observed spectral widths for the standard narrow beam are usually larger than for the synthetic narrow beam, and hence the
energy dissipation rates for the synthetic narrow beam are
smaller. The turbulence strength varies in both the narrow
beam with side lobe contribution and the synthetic narrow
beam without side lobe contribution, with increased turbulence strength at some parts of PMSEs, especially around
00:00–01:00, 03:00–07:00 for some parts and 08:30–09:00,
with  > 500 mW kg−1 . Identifying the side lobes leads to
a decrease in energy dissipation rate. This can be seen in
Fig. 9, where the energy dissipation rate is plotted as a 2-D
histogram (upper left panel), especially for small , where the
2-D correlation deviates from the line of equality. The upper
right and lower panel shows the cumulative histograms in
blue for the synthetic narrow and red for the standard narrow

Ann. Geophys., 34, 1231–1241, 2016
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Figure 9. Histogram for the energy dissipation rate for  derived by the narrow beam and the synthetic narrow beam. Top left: 2-D correlation
in  between the standard narrow beam and the synthetic narrow beam. The red line indicates x = y. A deviation can be seen especially for
small . The cumulative histograms along x and y direction are shown in the top right and lower panels, respectively. The red line shows the
cumulative histogram for the standard narrow beam and the blue line for the synthetic narrow beam.

beam. For better comparison, the other histogram is shown
with a dashed line. For low energy dissipation rates, comparing the standard narrow beam and the synthetic narrow
beam, a shift towards lower energy dissipations rates can be
seen here also. That means that correcting for side lobe contribution affects mainly low-turbulence cases.
2.3.1

Discussion

The horizontal variation on larger scales have been investigated by multi-beam experiments (Latteck et al., 2012;
Stober et al., 2013). They showed that PMSEs can vary
within observation volumes of 80 km diameter by 40 dB in
SNR. Multi-beam experiments take time and the resolution
is limited by the beam size. Röttger et al. (1990) concluded
from spectral observations that PMSEs at 224 MHz must be
smaller than their observation volume, i.e. 1 km in vertical
and horizontal extent. To investigate the horizontal structure
of PMSEs further and quantify the localized scattering, we
applied Capon’s method of imaging. As shown in the results section above, PMSEs vary in altitude, horizontal location and extent. PMSEs are composed of isotropic scattering organized in horizontally contiguous areas. Sometimes,
the beam volume is filled completely with isotropic scattering, but the angular power distribution is not homogeneous
Ann. Geophys., 34, 1231–1241, 2016

(Fig. 4). In other cases, PMSEs appear in patches of isotropic
scattering that are asymmetric and can be smaller than 1 km.
Even with the narrow beam experiment with a beam width of
3.6◦ , the brightness distribution within the observation volume is not homogeneous. It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the
narrow and wide beam patches for 32 s integration time are of
the same order of magnitude, although one would expect that
the antenna beam pattern has a major influence. This might
be due to the receiving antenna pattern, which is limited by
the receiver configuration (compare to Fig. 1). Furthermore,
the centre location of especially the wide beam patches is
slightly shifted towards negative y0 . This is probably due to
a small phase calibration offset but the main features of PMSEs are preserved.
The hypothesis that PMSEs are non-homogeneous and
sometimes localized was stated in Röttger et al. (1990) at
224 MHz and in Sommer et al. (2016b) at 53.5 MHz but without imaging. Here, we can support that statement and furthermore also show that PMSEs were composed of localized
structures of a few kilometres. If PMSEs were highly aspectsensitive, imaging of wide beam experiments would show an
increased brightness around zenith and almost no scatter at
larger off-zenith angles. In our images, we do not see this; the
images are only weighted by the antenna gain. Therefore the

www.ann-geophys.net/34/1231/2016/
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scattering process should be isotropic. This is similar to Chen
et al. (2008), who studied mesospheric echoes using imaging with the OSWIN radar and find also sometimes several
backscatter locations. They interpreted their results as several
reflection points from wave structures and not as isotropic
scattering. Yu et al. (2001) showed also two different scattering locations in CRI images of PMSEs and used them to explain frequency jumps in PMSE observations. Chilson et al.
(2002) used also CRI to estimate the observed CRI patch size
and showed that it was smaller than the beam volume and
interpreted this as aspect-sensitive scattering. However, the
resolution of the radars used in these studies is lower than
the resolution presented in this paper and smaller structures
might not have been resolved. Furthermore, we showed that
PMSE backscatter can be received from the whole beam volume, which makes it unlikely to be aspect-sensitive scattering. Still, the structure of the isotropic scattering can be influenced by gravity waves as suggested by Chen et al. (2008)
for the reflection type of scattering.
The inhomogeneous structure is due to the nature of PMSEs. As Rapp and Lübken (2004) pointed out, three major
components must be present for PMSEs to exist: negatively
charged ice particles, free electrons and turbulence. Baumgarten and Fritts (2014, Fig. 2) showed in NLC observations
that ice particles in mesospheric altitudes also show wave
structures with short wavelengths (< 20 km) when ice particles are moved to different altitudes. Hence, it is not surprising that PMSEs, bound to the existence of these ice particles,
display also wave structures on the small scale.
In addition to the patchy structure, we observe enhanced
brightness within the observation volume, when PMSEs fill
the complete beam volume. This might be caused by localized enhanced turbulence or electron density but needs further investigation.
The non-homogeneous PMSE distribution in space has effects on measurement techniques for wind and/or turbulence
estimations such as DBS or FCA. FCA is, as an in-beam estimation method, especially influenced by small-scale wave
activity, as the ground diffraction pattern is used to determine
atmospheric parameters. Usually, the derivation required a
statistically homogeneous scatter distribution with a vertical anisotropy (Doviak et al., 1996) or additional anisotropy
in x and y direction (Holloway et al., 1997). In addition to
the anisotropy of the scattering mechanism, the scatter itself
might not be statistically homogeneously distributed in the
observation volume, which can lead to an underestimation of
the horizontal wind velocity (Holdsworth, 1995). This might
be due to localized enhancements, patches or waves. Usually,
the sampling time used for FCA is about 30 s as used in the
results presented here. We showed that, on these timescales,
the distribution of PMSEs in the beam volume is not homogeneous. The non-homogeneity leads to an increased correlation compared to a statistically homogeneous scattering
process and was previously interpreted as aspect sensitivity.
Sommer et al. (2016b) compared aspect sensitivity values obwww.ann-geophys.net/34/1231/2016/
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tained from multiple beam experiments to values obtained
by a spatial correlation analysis and concluded that the DBS
method requires long integration time for aspect sensitivity
measurements and that the enhanced correlation values on
short timescales are due to localized scattering mechanisms.
Here, we can support this hypothesis by showing the nonhomogeneity of PMSEs on the 30 s timescale in the observation volume.
To study PMSEs with different radar systems, the volume reflectivity is commonly used (Hocking, 1985; Li et al.,
2010; Smirnova et al., 2011; Latteck and Bremer, 2013).
The assumption is that the scattering mechanism is isotropic
and also homogeneous. We have shown above that on short
timescales the assumption of a homogeneous scattering process is not necessarily given, resulting in a smaller volume
reflectivity factor. This can be solved by calculating a beamfilling factor for the volume reflectivity or, following the approach of Sommer et al. (2016b), by using longer integration
periods. Latteck and Bremer (2013) used integration times of
5 min, which smoothes the localized signals and is already
10 times longer than the data sets presented here, while even
longer integration periods would be more favourable.
In the second part of the discussion, we discuss radar
imaging to remove side lobe detections. Mesosphere–
stratosphere–troposphere (MST) radars like MAARSY are
used to study atmospheric parameters such as radial velocities for wind estimations and spectral width for turbulence
estimations. Sensitive radar systems have a good side lobe
suppression (e.g. MAARSY −17 dB one way; Latteck et al.,
2012). The suppression of MAARSY is better than older systems like ALWIN (Alomar wind radar) (−13 dB one way,
Latteck et al., 1999), but MAARSY still receives significant
backscatter from the side lobes. If these side lobe detections
are not separated from the main beam detections, the results
are compromised. In this paper, we showed that, with the
help of imaging, side lobe detections of PMSEs could be reduced significantly. The cleaned spectrum, only for the main
beam, can now be analysed regarding the spectral parameters. As shown above, the side lobe detections have a major
influence on the spectral width and therefore on turbulence
estimations. On the other hand, we can use the information
from the side lobes with imaging to resolve the spectral width
and Doppler velocity in space as shown in Sect. 2.2.
Although many PMSEs with apparent large spectral width
could be identified as side lobe contributions, sometimes the
spectral width of the remaining PMSEs is enhanced, indicating increased turbulence or beam broadening due to increased horizontal winds or other effects (Hocking, 1985).
We estimated the turbulence strength from a synthetic narrow beam of 3.6◦ with imaging as well as the standard narrow beam. Different derived turbulence strengths in PMSEs can be identified. The derived turbulence strength  is
especially in the lower part of PMSEs rather small with
 ∼ 10 mW kg−1 . This is of the order of expected values
of turbulence in the mesopause region. Rapp and Lübken
Ann. Geophys., 34, 1231–1241, 2016
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(2004) expected  = 5 mW kg−1 , while Gibson-Wilde et al.
(2000) simulated values up to  = 150 mW kg−1 using a
direct numerical simulation. Li et al. (2010) found energy dissipation rates using the European Incoherent Scatter Svalbard Radar at 500 MHz (Bragg wavelength 30 cm)
of  = 5–200 mW kg−1 . Our observations agree also well
with in situ measurements. Sounding rocket flights conducted by Lübken et al. (2002) measured values between
 = 0 mW kg−1 and  ∼ 2400 mW kg−1 in the mesosphere.
The mean value where PMSEs and turbulence coincided in
the flights was  = 390 mW kg−1 with a rather large standard
deviation of 190 mW kg−1 .
We also found strong turbulent events within PMSEs, even
after removing side lobe contribution and beam broadening.
Strong turbulent events showed  > 500 mW kg−1 , which
exceeds the expected theoretical values but still agrees with
the sounding rocket measurements of Lübken et al. (2002).
Furthermore, we showed that the corrections made in this paper affect the majority of low-turbulence cases. For high turbulence values, the synthetic narrow beam and the standard
narrow beam values correlate well.
In this calculation, we neglected shear broadening as the
range resolution is high and the shear contribution probably
small compared to the other effects (Strelnikova and Rapp,
2011). We neglected also wave broadening, which would
allow for high-frequency gravity waves. Still, the observed
spectral width should exceed the contribution of shear and
wave broadening and is therefore an indicator of strong turbulence. The analysis presented here should be expanded in
future to include shear and beam broadening effects, which
might have a significant contribution in weak turbulence
measurements.

3

Conclusions

In this paper, we showed that PMSEs appear sometimes in
horizontally contiguous areas, or patches, smaller than even
1 km, usually in patches with a few kilometres in diameter,
and sporadically comparable in size to the observed volume
(∼ 20 km) using radar imaging. Large patches of PMSEs can
be observed on some occasions, but these patches are not homogeneous. These inhomogeneities can be explained by an
isotropic scattering mechanism that is probably influenced
by the background dynamics, creating the patchiness. Long
integration periods could be used to smooth out the patchy
nature of PMSEs for experiments that do not require a high
temporal resolution. The patchy structure of PMSEs might
be misinterpreted as aspect sensitivity, which should be considered in future investigations of PMSEs.
Furthermore, we showed that radar imaging can be used to
identify side lobe contributions in spectral width that occur
even in modern radar systems like MAARSY. The method
presented here can be used to improve turbulence measurements with MST radars. We found that the correction is sigAnn. Geophys., 34, 1231–1241, 2016
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nificant most of the time in the analysed data. Events characterized by high spectral width show similar turbulence values
before and after the beam broadening corrections.
4
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